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If R is a commutative afline domain (for example, the coordinate ring of 
an irreducible algebraic variety), the sum ,of the height of any prime ideal 
in R and the dimension of the corresponding factor ring is the dimension 
of R. This implies that if Q and P are prime ideals of R with Q 2 P, any 
saturated chain of prime ideals from P to Q has length dim R/P - dim R/Q, 
and so R is catenary. Schelter, Gabber, and others have proven analogous 
statements for some noncommutative affine rings R. In this paper we study 
the question of when an Ore extension of a commutative ring is catenary, 
giving both positive and negative results. We show that for locally finite- 
dimensional Ore extensions of commutative affine rings, the above dimen- 
sion statements are still true if we use the Gelfand-Kirillov dimension. 
1. PRELIMINARES 
Throughout this paper A and R are algebras with identity over a field k 
and all derivations and automorphisms are assumed to be k-linear. We say 
R is uSfine if it is finitely generated as a k-algebra. The Hilbert Basis 
Theorem implies that a commutative afine algebra is Noetherian. We use 
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ht P to denote the height of a prime ideal P, that is, the supremum of the 
lengths of chains of prime ideals with P at the top. 
A ring R is said to be catenary if given any two prime ideals in R, one 
containing the other, all saturated chains of prime ideals between the given 
primes have the same length. Note that catenarity passes to factor rings, 
and that a ring is catenary if all of its prime factor rings are. If every prime 
ideal in the prime ring R has finite height (for example, in a commutative 
Noetherian domain R), then R is catenary if and only if for any prime 
ideals Q and P of R with Q 2 P, ht.,,Q/P = ht, Q - ht, P. It is well 
known that commutative afine algebras are catenary [ 17, Corollary 14H]. 
(See [ 17, Chap. 51 for a discussion of catenarity in commutative rings.) 
Schelter [20] has shown that afline p.i. algebras are catenary, Gabber [8; 
15, Corollary 9.81 has shown that enveloping algebras of finite-dimensional 
solvable Lie algebras are catenary, and Roseblade [18] has shown that 
group algebras of orbitally sound polycyclic-by-finite groups are catenary. 
(It is still unknown whether group algebras of polycyclic-by-finite groups 
are catenary in general,) In this paper we will show that certain Ore 
extensions are catenary. 
If R is a k-algebra, the Gelfand-Kirillov dimension of R, denoted GK(R), 
is defined as follows (here V” is the linear span of all products vi ... v, with 
v,, . ..) v, E V): 
GK(R) = sup{ lim (log,, d im, V”): V is a finite-dimensional subspace of R}. 
n-C.2 
For more details and proofs of the properties used below, see [ 151. If R 
is commutative and affine, then GK(R) is the degree of the Hilbert polyno- 
mial of R and is equal to the maximum value of the transcendence degrees 
over k of the quotient fields of minimal prime factors of R: thus it is a finite 
integer in this case [ 15, Corollary 4.4 and Chap. 71. If R is a commutative 
affine domain, then the equation 
GK( R) = GK( R/P) + ht P (*I 
is valid for any prime ideal P of R. (See [ 17, Corollary 14H].) We call (*) 
Tauuel’s height formula. It is clear that if R is an algebra for which GK(R) 
is finite, then (*) is valid for all prime ideals in all prime factors of R if and 
only if 
ht.,,QlP=GK(R/P)-GK(RIQ) (**) 
for any prime ideals Q and P of R with Q 2 P. In fact it is enough to establish 
(**) in the case ht,,, Q/P= 1. Equation (**) in turn implies R is catenary. 
If R is an afine p.i. algebra, Berele [ 1; 15, Corollary 10.71 has shown that 
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GK(R) is linite and Schelter [19, Theorem 4.4.271 has shown that Tauvel’s 
height formula is valid if R is prime, and so it is valid in all prime factors 
of R. Gabber, improving results of Lorenz and Tauvel (see [S; 15. 
Theorem 9.7]), has shown that Tauvel’s height formula is valid in all prime 
factors of the enveloping algebra of a finite-dimensional solvable Lie 
algebra over an algebraically closed field of characteristic zero (here the 
GK dimension of the enveloping algebra is the dimension of the Lie 
algebra [ 15, Example 6.91). Using the arguments in [22, Proposition 
3.191, one can remove the “algebraically closed” hypothesis. Tauvel’s 
height formula is not in general valid in afline Noetherian rings. For exam- 
ple, it fails for U = U(&) since GK( U) = 3, while the au~entation ideal P 
has height two and GK(U/~) = O-see [lS, remarks after Lemma 7.101. 
However, U(sl,) is catenary since it has Krull dimension two; V(&) is not 
catenary (see the top diagram on [3, p. 391). Tauvel’s height formula 
can also fail in group algebras of finitely generated nilpotent groups (see 
Example 3.8), but such group algebras are catenary by [18]. 
In this paper we will show that Tauvel’s height formula is valid in 
all prime factors of R if R = A[& S] (see Section 2) or R = A [x; q5], 
A[x, x--l; d] (see Section 3), where A is a commutative afine k-algebra, 6 
is a locally finite-dimensional derivation on A, and 4 is a locally fmite- 
dimensional automorphism of A. (In the derivation case, we require that k 
have characteristic zero; in this case we can prove catenarity under the 
weaker assumption that the polynomial ring over A is commutative 
Noetherian and catenary.) After our results, Brown, Goodearl, and 
Lenagan [4] used different methods to extend the results in the derivation 
case to arbitrary characte~stic and multiple commuting differential indeter- 
minates In both their work and ours, some of the conclusions (those in the 
afline, locally unite-dimensional derivation case) follow from Gabber’s 
theorem, since any crossed product of a commutative afline ring by a linite- 
diensional solvable Lie algebra can be shown to be a factor of the universal 
enveloping algebra of some finite-dimensional solvable Lie algebra. 
However, in both cases, the proofs given are much more elementary than 
the proof of Gabber’s theorem. We also give examples to show that 
R = AC& 61, ACT 41, or A[x, X-‘; 41 may fail to be catenary if 6 or 4 is 
not locally finite-dimensional, and we give examples to show that these 
rings may be catenary even if Travels’s height formula fails. 
2. DIFFERENTIAL OPERATOR RINGS 
Let A be a ring with derivation 6. We assume throughout this section 
that A is Noetherian: several of the statements below are not true without 
some such hypothesis. We say an ideal f of A is b-prime if it is &invariant 
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(that is, 6(Z) E I) and if whenever a product of b-invariant ideals is con- 
tained in Z, one of the ideals is contained in I. If Z is a b-prime ideal of A, 
we define the b-height of Z, denoted &ht Z, to be the supremum of the 
lengths of chains of &prime ideals with Z at the top. We say A is b-catenary 
if any two saturated chains of b-primes between any &prime ideals Q and 
P with Q 2 P have the same length. If k has characteristic zero, then the 
minimal prime ideals of A are b-invariant and the b-prime ideals are 
precisely the d-invariant ideals which are prime. (See [ 13, Lemma 2.1 and 
Theorem 2.2; 10, Proposition 1.3 and Corollary 1.41.) 
If 6 is a derivation on A, we define the differential operator ring A[& S] 
to be the ring which is generated by A and a (noncommuting) indeter- 
minate 8 subject to the relation 8a = u0 + 6(a). This ring is free as a left or 
right A-module with the powers of 8 as a basis, with addition and multi- 
plication defined in the natural way subject to the above relation. In 
R = A[& S] we say an ideal Z is induced if Z= (In A) R and noninduced 
otherwise. If .Z is a d-prime ideal of A, then JR = RJR is an induced prime 
ideal of R and 6 induces a derivation 6’ on A/J such that R/JR is naturally 
isomorphic to (A/J)[& S’]. Conversely, if Z is prime then In A is always 
b-prime. (See [13, Lemma 1.33.) The previous remark thus often enables 
us to reduce to the case where In A = 0. If Z is a noninduced prime ideal 
of R, then Z is maximal with respect to intersecting A in In A. (To prove 
this use localization and [ 13, Theorem 2.21.) 
The following information about prime ideals of R will be used later. 
Note that part (b) implies that a saturated chain of b-prime ideals in a 
commutative Noetherian algebra A over a field of characteristic zero 
induces a saturated chain of prime ideals in R. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Suppose A is a commutative Noetherian domain of 
characteristic zero, 6 is a derivation on A, and R = ACtI; S]. Then 
(a) If there are nonzero ideals intersecting A in 0, then 6 = 0. 
(b) Zf Z is a o-prime ideal of A, then Z has b-height one in A if and only 
if ZR is a height one prime ideal of R. 
Proof. To prove (a), we localize and so assume A is a field. The exist- 
ence of nonzero ideals implies R is not simple, and so 6 = 0 by [6, Theorem 
3.21. Now (b) follows since it is true when 6 = 0 by Krull’s Principal Ideal 
Theorem-see [14, Theorem 1491. a 
We begin with a lemma which has our first result on catenarity as a 
corollary. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let A be a commutative Noetherian algebra over afield k of 
characteristic zero such that the polynomial ring A[x] is catenary and let 6 
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be a k-linear derivation on A. Associate an integer E(I) to prime ideals I of 
R = A[@; 6 J by setting E(I) = 0 if1 is induced and E(I) = 1 if i is noninduced. 
Then if Q and P are prime ideals of R with Q I> P, 
ht RIP Q/P = b-b,, n A (QnA/PnA)+E(Q)-E(P). 
Proof. We first prove the above formula for the case when P = 0. The 
inequality ht Q 2 6-ht Q n A + e(Q) is obvious. (We drop the subscripts on 
“ht” in this proof for easier reading.) To prove the reverse inequality, let 
n=htQ and let O=QOcQ,c: .I* c Q, = Q be a saturated chain of prime 
ideals in R. If Qi+ , n A 2 Qi n A for all i, then 6-ht Q n A 3 n, and thus 
ht Q < &ht Q n A + e(Q). Otherwise there is an i with Qi+ I n A = Qi n A: 
let k be the smallest such i. 
Since Qk + r n A = Qk n A, Proposition 2.1 implies that ( Qk n A) R = Qk 
and that 6 induces the zero derivation on A/Qk n A, whence R,JQk is a 
polynomial ring. Clearly 6-ht Qk n A > k and ht Q/Qk = n-k. Using this 
we get (the second equality below follows from the fact that R/Qk is a 
polynomial ring and [14, Theorem 1491) 
dk+&ht QnA-S-ht Q,nA+s(Q)G&ht QnA+&(Q). 
To prove the general inequality, we may clearly assume PR A = 0. If 
P=O we are done, so assume P#O. Then ht P= 1 and 6=0, so R=AEt?] 
is a polynomial ring. Our assumption that A[@] is catenary implies 
htQ/P=htQ-htP=htQnA+c(Q)-1 
=&ht(QnAlPnA)+e(Q)-e(P). i 
COROLLARY 2.3. $ A is a commutative ~oetheri~ algebra over a field 
k of characteristic zero such that the pofynomial ring A[x] is c&wary and 
S is a k-iinear derivation on A, then R = A[& S] is catenary if and only if 
A is 8-catenary. 
Proof: We may clearly reduce to the case where A is &prime. The 
corollary then follows from the lemma and the fact that A is katenary if 
and only if &ht,,, Q/P = &ht, Q - &ht, P for any &prime ideals Q 2 P 
ofA. 1 
We say a linear mapping 6 from A to A is locally finite-dimensional if any 
finite-dimensional subspace of A is contained in a finite-dimensional 
&invariant subspace of A. We use this hypothesis in the next few results to 
get some relations between height of prime ideals and GK dimension. 
481/127/2-l 1 
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LEMMA 2.4. If A is a right or left Noetherian algebra over a field k of 
characteristic zero, 6 is a k-linear derivation on A, either A is affine or 6 is 
locally finite-dimensional, and P is a prime ideal of R = A[0; S], then 
GK(R/P) = GK(A/P n A) + 1 - E(P), where E(P) = 0 if P is induced and 
E(P) = 1 tf P is noninduced. 
Proof Clearly we may assume Pn A = 0. Lorenz has shown 
GK(A[8; 63) = GK( A) + 1 when A is affine or 6 is a locally tinite-dimen- 
sional derivation on A (see [ 16; 15, Proposition 3.53); the induced case 
follows from this. If P is not induced, then it contains a regular element by 
the Noetherian hypothesis. However, P n A = 0, so A embeds in R/P. Thus 
we have GK(A) < GK(R/P) B GK(R) - 1 = GK(A) (the second inequality 
follows from [ 15, Proposition 3.15]), from which the result follows. 1 
COROLLARY 2.5. Suppose that A is a commutative Noetherian algebra 
over a field k of characteristic zero and 6 is a k-linear derivation on A. 
Suppose either (i) A is affine or (ii) Tauvel’s height formula is valid in all 
prime factors of A [xl, GK(A ) is finite, and 6 is locally finite-dimensional. 
Then for any prime ideals Q and P of R = A[& S] with Q 2 P, we have 
htRip Q/P= GK(R/P) -GK(R/Q) + 6-‘ht,,,,.(Q n AJPn A) 
- ht AIPnA(QnWn4. 
Proof Combine Lemma 2.2 and Lemma 2.4. 1 
COROLLARY 2.6. Suppose A is a commutative affine algebra over a field 
k of characteristic zero and R = A[& S]. Then R is catenary tf and only if 
A is b-catenary. Further, Tauvel’s height formula is valid in all prime factors 
of R if and only if htAjp Q/P = &ht,,, Q/P for any &prime ideals Q and P 
of A with Q?P. 
LEMMA 2.7. If A is a commutative Noetherian catenary algebra over 
a field k of characteristic zero, 6 is a locally finite-dimensional k-linear 
derivation on A, and Q and P are b-prime ideals of A with Q 2 P, then 
&ht Q = ht Q and &ht,,, Q/P = ht,,, Q/P. Thus A is b-catenary. 
Proof We begin by assuming A is a domain and 6-ht Q = 1, and we 
wish to show ht Q = 1. Since 6 is locally finite-dimensional, there is a non- 
zero finite-dimensional b-invariant subspace V of Q. Let E be a finite- 
dimensional field extension of k which contains all the eigenvalues of 6 
when it is regarded as a k-linear transformation from V to V. Set 
B= A @‘k E and extend 6 to B so that it is E-linear. We regard A as a sub- 
algebra of B; clearly B is a Noetherian ring which is integral over A, and 
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hence INC (incomparability), LO (lying over), and GU (going up) hold by 
[ 14, Theorem 441. (Also GD (going down) holds by [17, Theorem 41 
since B is a free A-module.) Let P’ be a minimal prime ideal of 3 satisfying 
P’ n A = 0 (in fact they all satisfy this by GD). By GU and INC, there is 
a prime ideal Q’ of B containing P’ and minimal over Q3= Q@J E such 
that ht, Q = htBIP’ Q’/P’ (see [14, Theorems 46 and 1521). Since 0 and 
Q @ E are a-invariant, P’ and Q’ are b-prime ideals of B. 
As P’ is S-invariant, 6 induces a locally finite-dimensional derivation 6’ 
on B/P’. Since V embeds in Q’/P’, 6’ has an eigenvalue in E and an eigen- 
vector x in Q’/P’. Let Q” be a prime ideal of S inside Q’ such that Q”/P’ 
is minimal over x. By the principal ideal theorem, ht,, Q”/P’ = 1 and by 
the facts stated in the introduction to this section, Q”/P’ is invariant under 
8’. INC now implies Q” n A is a nonzero d-invariant prime ideal of A 
inside Q, and so Q = Q” n A. The choice of Q’ thus gives Q” = Q’, and 
hence Q has height one. 
This gives the equality &ht,,, Q,fP = ht,,, Q/P whenever &ht,,, Q/P 
= 1. This shows that a saturated chain of &prime ideals from Q to P is in 
fact a saturated chain of prime ideals. By definition there is such a chain 
of length &ht,,, Q/P, and by catenarity of A, any such chain has length 
ht,,, Q/P. This establishes one of the required equalities. The equality 
ht Q = 6-ht Q follows from this and the fact all the minimal prime ideals of 
A are S-invariant. 1 
Our main positive result on catenarity in A[@; 6 J now follows easily. As 
mentioned in the Introduction, a generalization of case (a) appears in [4], 
THEOREM 2.8. Let A be a commutative Noetherian algebra over afield k 
of characteristic zero, 6 a locally finite-dimensional k-linear derivation on A, 
and R=A[e;s]. 
(a) If A[x] is catenary, then R is catenary. 
(b) If A 1x1 is catenary, GK(A) is finite, and Tauvel’s height formula 
is valid in all prime factors of A, then Tauvels height formula is valid in all 
prime factors of R, 
(c) If A is af$ne, then Tauvet’s height formula is valid in al! prime 
factors of R and R is catenary. 
Proof: Combine Corollary 2.3, Corollary 2.5, and Lemma 2.7, along 
with Tauvel’s height formula for affine algebras. (Note the hypotheses of 
(b) imply that Tauvel’s height formula is valid in all prime factors of 
ACx1.J I 
Remarks. (1) Tauvel’s height formula is still valid in all prime factors 
of R = A[8; S] if A is a Noetherian affine p.i. algebra, k has characte~stic 
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zero, and 6 is a locally finite-dimensional derivation on A. To see this, con- 
sider prime ideals Q 2 P of R with ht,,, Q/P = 1 and P n A = 0. If either P 
is noninduced or Q n A = 0 and Q is noninduced, then we can localize A 
at the set of regular central elements and get a simple ring with nonsimple 
differential operator ring. Then [6, Theorem 3.21 implies 6 is inner on the 
localization of A, and so the localization of R is p.i. Thus R is an affine p.i. 
ring, and the formula is valid by Schelter’s result [20, Theorem 4; 19, 
Theorem 4.4.271. Thus we may reduce to the case where P= 0, Q is 
induced, and &ht, Q n A = 1. We may now modify the argument of 
Lemma 2.7 as follows to show ht, Q n A = 1. Since A is prime p.i., the ideal 
Q n A contains nonzero central elements. Since the center of a ring is 
invariant under any derivation [2, Lemma 4.11, this implies we may 
choose the subspace V to be central and so the eigenvector x may be 
chosen to be central. Now we may use the noncommutative version of the 
principal ideal theorem [S, Theorem 3.4 or Theorem 3.61 to see Q”/P’ has 
height 1. The rest of the proof remains as before. 
(2) If R = A[& S], where A is an affine commutative algebra over a 
field of positive characteristic and 6 is a derivation on A, then R is an afline 
p.i. ring, and so Tauvel’s height formula is valid in R. For this and other 
results in positive characteristic, see [4]. 
We now give two counterexamples. The first is an example of Jordan, 
which appears in [ 11, Example 2.151, and the second is a modification of 
it. 
EXAMPLE 2.9. Let A = k[x, ~1, where k is a field of characteristic zero. 
Define a k-linear derivation 6 on A by 6 = (2~) a/ax + (x + y’) a/@. Then 
R = A[& S] is catenary but Tauvel’s height formula is not valid in R. 
Proof In [ll, Example 2.151, it is shown that the only nonzero 
S-prime ideals of A are xA + yA and (x + y2 + 1) A. (The hypothesis there 
that k is algebraically closed can be eliminated.) Thus xR + yR has height 
one: clearly R/(xR+yR)g k[e] has GK dimension one and GK(R)= 3 
(for example by [15, Proposition 3.5]), so Tauvel’s height formula fails. 
However, Corollary 2.3 shows R is catenary. 1 
EXAMPLE 2.10. Let A = k[x, y, z], where k is a field of characteristic 
zero and define a k-linear derivation 6 on A by 6 = (2~2) a/ax+ 
(x+y2) a/@. Then R= A[& S] is not catenary (and Tauvel’s height 
formula is not valid in R). 
Proof. We will show xR + yR has height one: clearly RJ(xR + yR) z 
k[z, 0-J has GK dimension two and GK(R) = 4 (for example by [is, 
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Proposition 3.5]), so Tauvel’s height formula fails. The statement about 
height further implies 
is a saturated chain of prime ideals. Since there is also a chain of primes 
xR+yR+zR~(x+y2)R+zR~zR~0 
this shows R is not catenary. 
To show this, it is enough by Proposition 2.1(b) to show x.4 + yA 
(which is clearly d-invariant) properly contains no nonzero b-invariant 
prime ideals. Since any such prime ideal would have height one and A is 
a UFD, any such prime ideal is generated by an irreducible element f such 
that f divides 6( f ). Let f and g be polynomials such that S(f) = gjI We 
will finish by showing f = f(z) or f is divisible by x + yz + z. 
Write f as a polynomial in y: 
f= i 4x9 Z)Y’, where a, # 0. 
i=O 
Then gf = S(f) = (22 &,/ax + na,) yn+ ’ + terms of lower y-degree. From 
this equation we conclude that either 22 aaJax + na, = 0 or the y-degree of 
g is one. In the former case, by considering the x-degree of a,, we see that 
n = 0 and aa,/ax = 0. Therefore in this case f = f(z). 
The other possibility is that the y-degree of g is one, which implies that 
S(f) is nonzero. In this case we show that f is divisible by p = x + y2 + z. 
Since p is manic as a polynomial in x, we can write f = ph, + ho, where 
ho is in k[y, z]. Note that 6(p) = 2yp and 6(/r,) = (x+ y2) &‘r,/ay = 
p aho/dy - Z ah,/& Thus 
ph,g+hog=fg=J(f)=2yph,+p4h,)+@ho) 
= p[2yh, + qh,) + ah,/ayl -Z ah,/ay. 
This gives hog + z ah,/ay = (x + y2 + Z)T for some r E R. Substituting 
x= - y2 - z yields 
ho(Y, Z) g( -Y2 -Z, Y, Z) + Z(aho/aY)(Y, Z) 4. 
Considering y-degrees in this equation shows that either g( - y2 - z, y, z) = 
aho/ay=O or ho = 0. If ah,/ay = 0, then ho= h,(z) is a polynomial in z, 
which implies that ho g = (x + y2 + Z)I. If ho is nonzero then the y-degree of 
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hog is one and the y-degree of (x + y* + z)r is at least two. Thus in either 
case h, = 0 and so f = phi, as claimed. m 
3. SKEW POLYNOMIAL AND SKEW LAURENT RINGS 
Again we assume throughout this section that A is Noetherian and warn 
that several of the statements need some such hypothesis. If q5 is an 
automorphism of a ring A, we define d-invariant, &prime, d-height, and 
qbcatenary as in Section 2. If P is any prime ideal of A, then nF= --m &P) 
is a &prime ideal. A &invariant ideal Z of A is &prime precisely when it 
has the form Z= 0; = i @(P) for some n and some prime ideal P with 
#O(P) = P-any prime ideal P minimal over Z works. (See [9; 12, Corollary 
3.41.) 
If q5 is an automorphism of A, we define the skew polynomial ring 
A[x; q5] to be the ring which is generated by A and an indeterminate x 
subject to the relation xa = rj(a)x. This ring is free as a left or right 
A-module with the nonnegative powers of x as a basis, with addition and 
multiplication defined in the natural way subject to the above relation. In 
analyzing primes in R = A[x; 41, one must consider separately those prime 
ideals which contain x and those which do not. The prime ideals contain- 
ing x are of the form xR + P, where P is an arbitrary prime ideal of A. The 
prime ideals which do not contain x are classified as induced and non- 
induced, as in Section 2. The connections stated there between J and JR 
for a #-prime ideal J of A are still valid. Also if Z is a prime ideal of R not 
containing x, then In A is &prime, and if in addition Z is noninduced, then 
Z is maximal with respect to intersecting A in In A. (To see this use a 
localization argument and [9] or [12].) 
The following result will be used later. Note part (b) implies that a 
saturated chain of &prime ideals in a commutative Noetherian ring A 
induces a saturated chain of prime ideals in R. 
PROWSITION 3.1. Suppose A is a &prime commutative Noetherian ring, 
4 is an automorphism of A, and R = A [x; 41. Then 
(a) Zf there are nonzero ideals of R not contained in xR which intersect 
A in 0, then 4 has finite order and R is a p.i. ring. 
(b) Zf Z is a &prime ideal of A, then Z has d-height one in A if and only 
if ZR is a height one prime ideal in R. 
Proof: For (a), see [12, Theorem 4.3 and Sect. 5; 7, Corollary lo]. If 
(b) is to fail, there must be a prime ideal of R between 0 and ZR, and so 
we are in the situation of case (a). If n is the order of 4 and a lies in Z but 
not in any of the minimal prime ideals of A, then a&a) . . . qF ‘(a) is a 
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regular element of A fixed by 4. The ideal ZR is minimal over this regular 
central element in R, and so ZR has height one by the noncommutative 
principal ideal theorem [S, Theorem 3.4 or Theorem 3.61. i 
We now follow the pattern of Section 2-the first two results give 
necessary and sufficient conditions for catenarity, and the succeeding 
results show how nice things are in the locally finite-dimensional case. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let A be a commutative affine algebra over a field k and let 
4 be a k-linear automorphism of A. Associate an integer E(Z) to prime ideals 
Z of R = A[x; 41 by setting E(Z) = 0 if Z is induced and E(Z) = 1 $ Z is non- 
induced or if x E I. Then if Q and P are prime ideals of R with Q 1 P, 
(4 Ifx4Q, ht.,,QlP=~-ht,,,,,(QnAIPnA)+&tQ)-E(P). 
tb) O-XEQ, ht.,,QlP=ht,,,,,tQnAIPnA)+EtQ,-E(P). 
Proof: By Noetherian induction, we may assume the formulas given are 
valid for skew polynomial rings over any proper +prime factor ring of A. 
If x E P, the formula is obviously valid. Thus we may assume x $ P and so 
also that A is #-prime, R is prime, and P n A = 0. 
We begin with the case P = 0. By Proposition 3.1(b), there is clearly a 
saturated chain of primes from 0 to Q of the length given in the formula. 
If 4 has finite order, the proof of Proposition 3.1(a) implies R is an affine 
p.i. ring and so by Schelter’s result [19, Theorem 4.4.271, R is catenary. 
This establishes the validity of the formulas in this case. 
Thus we may assume 4 has infinite order. Consider a chain from 0 to Q 
of length ht Q, and let the smallest nonzero prime in it be P’. By Proposi- 
tion 3.1, either x E P’ or P’ = (P’ n A) R, where P’ n A has &height one. If 
x E P’, then we must have P’ = xR + Z, where Z is a minimal prime of A 
contained in Qn A. The whole chain clearly must have length 
1 + ht, Q n A, just as stated in (b). 
If P’ = (P’ n A) R, then A/P’ n A is a proper factor of A, so we may 
apply the Noetherian induction hypothesis. Since F(P’) = 0, we have one of 
the following: 
(a) ht.Q=ht,,,QlP’+l=&ht.,,.,,JQnA/P’nA)+&(Q)+l 
< &ht, Q n A + E(Q), 
(b) ht.Q=ht.,,,Q/P’+l=ht,,,.,.(QnA/P’nA)+e(Q)+l 
dht, QnA+&(Q). 
(The inequality in (b) is valid since P’ n A has nonminimal primes of A as 
its minimal primes.) These establish the formulas since we already have the 
reverse inequalities. 
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Finally, suppose P # 0. Then, since x $ P, Proposition 3.1(a) implies R is 
an affine p.i. ring and so Schelter’s work implies R is catenary. Thus 
and we get the desired equality from the case P = 0 considered before. 1 
If Z is a semiprime ideal of a ring A, we define the height of Z to be the 
supremum of the heights of the minimal prime ideals of I. In the case we 
are interested in, Z is a &prime ideal of the commutative Noetherian ring 
A, and ht Z= ht Q for any minimal prime ideal Q of Z, since 4 permutes the 
minimal prime ideals of Z transitively. If in addition A is affine, the dimen- 
sion/height connection implies ht Z = ht A,P Q/P for any minimal prime ideal 
Q of Z and any minimal prime P of A contained in Q. (Note also that 
GK(A/Z) = GK(A/Q) by [ 15, Corollary 3.31.) 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Zf A is a commutative affie algebra over afield k and 
4 is a k-linear automorphism of A, then R = A[x; qi] is catenary if and only 
if &ht,,[ JfZ= ht,,, J/Z whenever Z and J are &prime ideals of A with 52 I. 
In this case, A is d-catenary. 
Proof First suppose R is catenary and let Z and J be &prime ideals of 
A with Jz Z and Q’, P’ be minimal prime ideals of J, Z respectively in A 
with Q’ 1 P’. Define prime ideals Q 1 P of R by Q = xR + Q’ and P = ZR. 
One can define two saturated chains of prime ideals from P to Q in R, one 
beginning with P c xR + P’ and built from prime ideals containing x, and 
the other built from induced ideals and ending JR c Q, so that the first has 
length ht, J/Z + 1 and the second has length &ht, J/Z+ 1. The height 
equality now follows from catenarity. 
For the converse, we may reduce to the case where R is prime and A is 
#-prime. We need to show htRjp Q/P = ht, Q - ht, P for any prime ideals 
Q 2 P of R. Since A is catenary, the remarks before the lemma show 
ht A,PnA(QnA/PnA)=ht, QnA-ht, PnA. 
Thus catenarity of R follows from the given condition and the formulas in 
Lemma 3.2. 
Using Tauvel’s height formula and the given condition in A or catenarity 
in R, one sees A is ql-catenary. fl 
LEMMA 3.4. Zf A is a right or left Noetherian algebra over afield k, q5 is 
a locally finite-dimensional k-linear automorphism of A, and P is a prime 
ideal of R = A[x; 41, then GK(R/P) = GK(A/Pn A) + 1 -e(P), where 
E(P) = 0 tf P is induced and E(P) = 1 tf x E P or P is noninduced. 
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ProoJ The proof of this is just like the proof of Lemma 2.4, given the 
fact that GK(R) = GK(A) + 1 when 4 is a locally finite-dimensional 
automorphism of A. The inequality GK(R) > GK(A) + 1 is standard. For 
the reverse inequality, let V be a finite-dimensional subspace of R. Using 
local finite-dimensionality of 4, we see that VE W+ Wx + . . . + Wx” for 
some m and some finite-dimensional &invariant subspace W of A. Clearly 
V” c W” + W”x + . . . + wnxnm and so dim, V” < (nm + 1) dim, W”. This 
gives 
log,(dim, V”) < log,(dim, W’) + 1 + log,(m + l/n). 
This yields the reverse inequality GK(R) < GK(A ) + 1. 1 
LEMMA 3.5. If A is a commutative affine algebra over a field k, 4 is a 
locally finite-dimensional k-linear automorphism of A, and J and I are 
&prime ideals of A with J? I, then d-ht J= ht J and &htAII J/I= ht,,, J/I 
Thus A is &catenary. 
Proof: We begin by assuming A is &prime and q%ht J= 1, and we wish 
to show ht J= 1. Let P and Q be prime ideals of R with Q 2 P such that 
Q is minimal over J, P is a minimal prime ideal of A, and ht J= ht,,, Q/P. 
Since d is locally finite-dimensional, there is a nonzero finite-dimensional 
&invariant subspace V of J. Let E be a finite-dimensional field extension 
of k which contains all the eigenvalues of 4 when it is regarded as a k-linear 
transformation from V to V. Set B = A Ok E and extend 4 to B so that it 
is E-linear. We regard A as a subalgebra of B; clearly B is a Noetherian 
ring which is integral over A, and hence INC, LO, GU, GD hold as in the 
proof of Lemma 2.7. 
Let P’ be a minimal prime ideal of B such that P = P’ n A. By GU and 
INC, there is a prime ideal Q’ of B containing P’ such that Q = Q’ n A and 
ht,,, Q/P = ht,, Q’/P’. Let I’ be the intersection of all the ideals #“(P’) 
(so that I’ n A = 0) and let J’ be the intersection of all the ideals d“(Q’) (so 
J’ n A = J). Then I’ and J’ are &invariant and 4 induces an automorphism 
4’ of B/I’. Since V embeds in J’/Z’, there is an element x of J’ such that 
x + I’ is an eigenvector for 4’ in J’/I’. Since x + I’ is an eigenvector (with 
a nonzero eigenvalue), if x were in Y’, it would be in each @(P’) and hence 
in I’. Thus x is not in P’. Let Q” be a prime ideal of B inside Q’ such 
that Q”/P’ is minimal over x + P’. By the principal ideal theorem, 
ht,,. Q/‘/P’= 1. Clearly each (4’)“ (Q”/r) contains x+ I’, so their 
intersection is a nonzero #‘-prime ideal in B/Z’. Thus the intersection 
of all the @(Q” n A) is nonzero and b-prime, and so it equals J= J’ n A. 
Since Q = Q’ n A, this implies (by INC) that Q’= Q”, and so 
ht J= ht,,, Q/P = 1. 
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This gives the equality &ht,,, J/I= ht.,, J/I whenever &ht,,, JfI= 1. 
From this one gets that a saturated chain of &prime ideals from J to I 
gives rise to a corresponding saturated chain of prime ideals of the same 
length by taking minimal prime ideals of the &prime ideals. By definition 
there is such a chain of length &ht,,l J/I, and by affinity of A, we may take 
any corresponding chain of minimal primes to measure htA,, J/Z. This 
establishes one of the required equalities. The equality ht J= &ht J follows 
from this and the fact that every minimal prime ideal of A is minimal over 
a #-prime ideal. 1 
THEOREM 3.6. If A is a commutative affine algebra over afield k and 4 
is a locally finite-dimensional k-linear automorphism of A, then Tauvel’s 
height formula is valid in all prime factors of R = A[x; I$], and so R is 
catenary. 
Proof Let Q 2 P be two prime ideals of R with ht,, Q/P = 1. We may 
reduce to the case where P n A = 0. If P # 0, then R is an affine p.i. ring, 
so Tauvel’s height formula is valid by &helter’s results [19, Theorem 
4.4.271. Thus we may assume P = 0. If Q n A = 0, then again R is an alIine 
p.i. ring, and the formula is valid. 
We now assume Q is induced. Clearly Q n A is a &prime ideal of 
#-height one, and so any prime minimal over it has height one by Lemma 
3.5. Let T be such a minimal prime. By Lemma 3.4, GK(R/Q) = 
GK(A/Q n A) + 1 and GK(R/P) = GK(A) + 1, so GK(R/P) - GK(R/Q) = 
GK(A) - GK(A/Q n A). But Q n A = n; = I @(T), so by [ 15, Corollary 
3.33 and Tauvel’s height formula for commutative afline algebras, 
GK(A/QnA)=GK(A/T)=GK(A)-ht T=GK(A)-1. 
This completes the proof. m 
We define the skew Laurent ring A[x, x-‘; 41 to be the ring obtained by 
adjoining x- ’ to A[x; $1. The ring A[x, x-l; #] is free as a left or right 
A-module with all the integral powers of x as a basis. There is a bijective 
correspondence between prime ideals in A[x, x-l; #] and prime ideals in 
A[x; $1 which do not contain x, given by intersecting down [9, 121. We 
now give without proof the results for R = A[x, x-l; 41 corresponding to 
those above. In general, the proofs are similar but simpler. 
THEOREM 3.7. Suppose A is a commutative affine algebra over a field k, 
4 is a k-linear automorphism of A, and R = A[x, x-‘; q5]. Then R is caten- 
ary tf and only if A is &catenary. If 4 is locally finite-dimensional, then 
Tauvel’s height formula is valid in all prime factors of R, and so R is 
catenary. 
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We now give three counterexamples. The first shows there is no 
analogue of the second part of Corollary 2.6 in the automorphism case. 
EXAMPLE 3.8. Let G be the first nilpotent group of class two, say G 
is generated by x and y subject to the relations XZX-iz-’ = 1 and 
yzy--‘z-’ = 1 where yx~‘-‘x-i = z, let k be a field, and let kG be the group 
ring. Then GK(kG) =4 and GK(kG/P) = 2, where P is the height one 
prime ideal of kG generated by the central element z - 1. 
Set A = k[y, y -‘, z, z- “1 and define a k-linear automorphism 4 of A by 
d(z) =z and d(y) = yz-i. Note that kG=A[x, x-l; 41. Tauvel’s height 
formula fails in R = A[x; #] and S= A[x, x-l; d]; however, R and S are 
catenary, and if Z and J are #-prime ideals of A with JzZ, then 
&htAII J/Z= ht,,l J/Z= GK(A/Z) - GK(A/‘J). 
ProoJ See [15, Example 1 l.lO] for the GK dimension statements 
about S= kG: the same statements are easily seen to be true about R 
(with Pn R in place of P). Catenarity of S follows from [ 181, and 
catenarity of R follows from the final statement. To verify this final state- 
ment, it is enough to consider the case Z= 0; let J be a d-prime ideal of A 
and Q a prime ideal minimal over J. If Q has height one, then clearly J has 
#-height one. If Q has height two, then Q is a maximal ideal, and so Q 
contains an irreducible polynomial in z. Hence J properly contains the 
&invariant height one prime ideal generated by this polynomial, and so 
QI-ht J=2. B 
EXAMPLE 3.9. Let A = k[s, t], where k is a field of characteristic zero. 
Define a k-linear automorphism 4 of A by QI(s) = t, &t) = s + t2. Then 
R = A[x; 41 is not catenary, S= A[x, x-‘; 41 is catenary, and Tauvel’s 
height formula is not valid in either R or S. 
Proof: Clearly t, s + t2 generate A as a k-algebra, and so 4 defines a 
unique k-linear automorphism of A. Suppose Z is a &prime ideal of A with 
ht Z= 1. Then Z must be the intersection of tinitely many height one primes 
which are permuted transitively by 4. As A is a UFD, this implies Z=fA 
for some nonzero f~ A with &fA) =fA. Thus &f)= 2, for some J.E k. 
Now 4 is a square automorphism (of a special type), and the main theorem 
of [21, p. 5651 implies f E k and a = 1. This shows no such Z can exist, and 
so all the nonzero &prime ideals in A have height two. Therefore A is 
(S-catenary and S is catenary by Theorem 3.7. 
Thus. for example, sd + tA has +-height one. Because 4 has infinite 
order, this implies SR f tR and SS + tS each have height one. Clearly 
S/(sS+ tS) 2 k[x, x-l] has GK dimension one and GK(S) >, 3, so 
Tauvel’s height formula fails in S-the same statements are true about R. 
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Finally, the following two chains of prime ideals in R are saturated: 
xR+sA+~AI>xR+sAI>xRIO and xR+sA+tAI,sR+tR=,O, 
and so R is not catenary. 1 
EXAMPLE 3.10. Let A = k[s, t, w], where k is a field of characteristic 
zero. Define a k-linear automorphism 4 of A by b(s) = t, 4(t) = s + wt*, 
4(w) = w. Then neither R = A[x; 41 nor S = A[x, x-r; $1 is catenary (and 
Tauvel’s height formula is not valid in either R or S). 
Proof: We give proofs for S; similar proofs work for R. Clearly t, 
s + W?, w generate A as a k-algebra, and so 4 defines a unique k-linear 
automorphism of A. We will show sS+ tS has height one: clearly 
S/(sS+ tS)gk[w,x,x-’ ] has GK dimension two and GK(S) 2 4, so 
Tauvel’s height formula fails. The statement about height further implies 
ss+ tS+ ws=)ss+ tsxo 
is a saturated chain of prime ideals. Since there is also a chain of primes 
this shows S is not catenary. 
Suppose sS + tS 3 PI 0 is a chain of prime ideals in S. Because 4 has 
infinite order, P n A #O: this implies sA + tA 2 P n A 113 0 is a chain of 
d-prime ideals in A. Since sA + tA has height two, P n A is the intersection 
of finitely many height one primes which are permuted transitively by 4. As 
A is a UFD, this implies PnA = fA for some nonzero f E A with 
& fA) = fA. Thus $(f) = Af for some 1 E k. We will show any such f is in 
k[w], and hence fA is not contained in sA + tA. 
Consider B = k(w)[s, t], which is a localization of A: 4 extends uniquely 
to a k(w)-linear automorphism of B with 4(s) = t and 4(t) = s+ wt’, and 
this is a square automorphism (see [21]). We may regard f as an element 
of B and we still have $(f) = @I By the main theorem of [21, p. 5651, this 
implies f E k(w) and ,I = 1. This shows no such P can exist, and so sS + tS 
has height one. 1 
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